The Maison Valentina Virtual Showroom
An immersive journey through impressive décor

With the paradigm shift that we have been witnessing in the past few months, adaptations were
necessary. The major interior design tradeshows were cancelled and showrooms saw their doors
temporarily closed. Will this restrain us from appreciating the wonders of window-shopping
furniture or of being up to speed with the latest trends? Maison Valentina wanted to make sure
that it does not.

As such, an enveloping virtual showroom through the esteemed brand’s collection was created
using real product images, so as to perfectly portray the astounding quality of the pieces. Maison
Valentina invites you to embark on this inspiring journey, with a solid promise that you won’t
regret it.

The virtual tour begins in the front yard of the lovely minimal modern Maison Valentina house.
Within, the house holds a large percentage of the products offered by the brand. As you step
through the virtual door, you are greeted by some of Maison Valentina’s most iconic pieces: the
Eden Freestanding, the Venice Mirror and the Matheny Wall Lamp. This trio serves as an amusebouche for all the amazing décor to come.

Browsing through the dramatically lit entrance hall, one is met by a variety of pieces belonging
to the ATO Collection, namely, mixer taps and vessel sinks. Maison Valentina’s ATO Collection
gathers four product categoriestaps, vessel sinks, surfaces and suspension cabinets - with the
ultimate goal of allowing for a complete bathroom transformation without any structural
reforms. This collection serves as a fantastic example of how Maison Valentina can elevate any
bathroom through its thought-out, high-quality offer.

However, throughout the tour, Maison Valentina proves itself further as a versatile and worldly
bathroom brand by showcasing several of its products, both in the tens of bathroom ambiences
presented - which include a dashing marble bathroom - and in the individual displays found all
along the hallways, demonstrating how the pieces can be mixed, matched, and even customised
in countless ways, creating an opulent and unique look at every turn.

All the products are signalled, allowing you to discover additional information about each piece
as you go along the tour. The virtual showroom allows you to navigate freely, making it possible
to enter any room that you may cross and to zoom in as much your heart desires, so you can
admire the handmade detailing up-close.

Do not miss the opportunity to be surrounded by some of the most wonderful bathroom
furniture in the world - the doors are open and Maison Valentina will be more than glad to have
you. Step into the showroom here: https://www.maisonvalentina.net/en/virtual-tour/mvhouse/

ABOUT MAISON VALENTINA
Made with pure love, Maison Valentina is a bathroom furniture brand that combines functionality with
unique design products. Every piece of Maison Valentina’s bath ware is handcrafted with top quality
materials and enriched with the finest details. Allowing our customers to experience their true selves
during their invigorating moments, we create a true sensory experience. Our collections offer you a wide
selection of basins and vanities, as well as a range of accessories to dress the perfect bathroom. With just
one brand, you will get a complete selection of products to create a unique project. One inspiration,
multiple options. You choose.
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